In the existing theories o f the expanding universe, the idea o f m etric or, alternatively, th a t o f distance between two non-neighbouring points is taken as the starting-point. T hus in general relativity m etric is the basis. W hen the m etric is found and it is required to com pare the predictions o f the theory w ith observation, further definitions, giving rise to different kinds o f distance, m ust be m ade.* O n the other hand, M ilne takes a definition o f distance! as the basis o f his theory. This definition involves two assum ptions. Firstly, it is supposed th a t observers only use the time-measures o f their clocks by w hich to define distance, an d secondly they define it as in special relativity. In each relativistic m odel there is therefore some am biguity as to w hat is m eant by distance, whilst M ilne's theory is open to the objection th a t there is no reason why observers should, in fact, ad o p t his definition o f distance. The question therefore arises: up to w hat p oint is it possible to construct a theory o f the mechanics { o f the expanding universe w ithout using the ideas o f m etric and distance a t all ? W e attem pt to provide an answ er by em ploying the theory o f absolute or distant parallelism , so th a t we substitute the idea o f direction for th a t o f metric (or o f distance) as the fundam ental notion. The resulting theory is similar to th a t o f M ilnef an d its generali z a tio n recently proposed, b u t differs from them in the use o f non-m etrical equations. W hen m etric and distance are eventually introduced, their function is merely to interpret, and no t to obtain, form ulae already found by non-m etrical m ethods. * * * § A physical picture of the situation we wish to deal with is as follows. Consider a hydrodynamical fluid consisting of non-interacting particles in a state of continuous flux. We suppose that in this fluid there is a set of observers moving with it and making measurements of the state of the fluid around them. These observers make similar kinds of measure ments. Each observer finds that the fluid recedes from him with a velocity proportional to distance from himself, as in the system of the spiral nebulae regarded as forming a " fluid."
The problem we set before us is to construct a mathematical map or model of such a state of affairs starting from a set of abstract mathematical assumptions. We aim at constructing the model first and afterwards at comparing it with observation to find out whether it is, in fact, a suitable representation of the physical situation. We start with the assumption that our model is a geometrical one, consisting of a manifold of points with abstract co-ordinates (xx, x 2, x 3, x 4). each point is the representative of some physical event. We also assume that each co-ordinate is to enter into our formulae on the same footing. We give this manifold the name " space-time." Our second assumption is that we can define a curve in space-time which will be the representative of a stream-line or line of flow of the physical fluid. This curve we name a " trajectory." In order to define it we cannot regard space-time as merely a formless collection of points, but we must suppose it to have some kind of structure. One of the simplest structures with which we can endow it is that of absolute or distant parallelism which enables us to relate directions at two points of space-time. The parallelism defines certain curves called paths,* and we now say that the trajectories are the paths. To secure that the set of paths should form a single system we consider only those passing through a pre-assigned four-dimensional point O of space-time. Thus O is eventually identified with the modelrepresentative of some peculiar event in the history of the physical fluid. The parallelism then gives us at each point P, other than O, a unique direc tion, viz., the direction of the tangent at P to the path OP. The vector at P with this direction we call the direction-vector at P and denote it by s.
The physical fluid is, we assume, represented in our model by a single vector-density (in the sense of affine geometry) (a = 1, 2, 3, 4). Our chief assumption is then that this vector-density and the direction vector at P are proportional to one another.
The physical observers are represented in our model by different abstract co-ordinate systems and the equivalence of their observations by a principle o f relativity. This la tter we assum e to be the i nvariance o f the vector-density an d the parallelism u n d er som e given co -o rd in ate transfo rm ation group w hich leaves the peculiar p o in t O in v arian t also. U n d er these circum stances the tran fo rm atio n g roup (which also, in a sense, represents the equivalence o f the observations) defines the w hole system.
T he physical continuity o f the fluid is expressed in o u r m odel by im posing the eq u ation --= 0 on the vector-density. T h e fact th a t this e q u atio n dxa does n o t require m etric to define it is o f p a ra m o u n t im portance. By solving it we obtain integral expressions fo r 3 " in term s o f the co ordinates.
T o advance further m etric m ust be introduced. W e tak e it to be o f weight + 3, so th a t we can suppose th a t three o f the co-ordinates are in som e way the representatives o f spatial distance w hilst the fo u rth (x 4) is th a t o f im aginary time. H ence each p o in t o f space-tim e now represents an event. The exact w ay in w hich these co-ordinates are connected w ith measurements o f distance and tim e we do n o t investigate, since, fo r the cases we shall be concerned with, these questions have been exhaustively treated by others.* M etric also enables us to show th a t 3* consists o f two factors, one depending on the particu lar m etrical geom etry introduced, the other representing the density o r the m om entum , as the case m ay be, o f the physical fluid. W e can also now deduce the im p o rtan t velocity-dis tance relation for each m odel.
It will be seen th a t a t each step there is an arb itrary assertion th a t som e m athem atical feature o f the m odel " is the representative o f " some physical entity such as distance o r the velocity, density, or m om entum o f a fluid. W hen, however, we reflect th a t all th a t we can ask o f the m odel is th a t it should contain the num erical co u n terp art o f the m easurem ents we m ake o f the external w orld, it seems unnecessary to keep on assum ing th a t the m odel " represents " anything a t all. So long as it gives a simple and rational scheme into w hich as m any as possible o f o u r m easurenum bers can be fitted, we can expect no m ore o f it. T hus in w hat follows we shall simply leave o u t the w ords " representative o f " and speak o f the " fluid," or o f " distance," " velocity," etc., w hen we are referring to the model. 
The Expanding Universe Theory
universe is complete without a definition of the path of a light-ray. Now Dantzig* has shown that Maxwell's electromagnetic equations are nonmetrical in character provided that the difference between the tensor of electric and magnetic force and that of electric displacement and magnetic induction is regarded as fundamental. But he also shows that in order to obtain freely moving light-waves a metrical tensor must be introduced. It then follows, in the usual w ay,f that the path of a light-ray is a geodesic of the metric.
II-G eometrical Basis
(a) Definitions-In any affine geometry we can define, for a given transformation of co-ordinates
scalars and contravariant vectors of weight W by means of the equationsŜ
where
dxn 3*» We shall only have occasion to use scalars and vectors of weights 0 and 1 The latter are denoted by G erm an letters and are called " scalar-" or " vector-" " densities," for the following reason. Suppose that Z 1 is a vector-density, then the law of transform ation of the integral %a d V , taken over a definite ^-dimensional domain V, approxi mates more and more closely to that o f a vector of weight zero as Y is reduced in extent. Thus Z a represents a sort of vector of weight zero per unit of co-ordinate volume.
Let L^7 denote the coefficients of the affine connection. Then it can be shown § that this connection defines a co variant derivative $ "6 for a vector-density Xx, viz., It also follows that the affine divergence* o f the vector-density is
and is therefore independent o f the coefficients L£r Thus suppose th at we have two connections in the continuum , we then obtain the same divergence for a given vector-density, whichever covariant derivative we may start from. A n affine space o f absolute parallelism ! can be defined by assuming th at its fundam ental vectors, at any p o int P are independent. The coefficients o f the connection defined by the parallelism are then where the % are defined by the equations
The paths of the connection, i.e., the curves whose tangents are always absolutely parallel to themselves, have the equations -> x* is made, then the parallel ism is said to admit the transform ation if
where the of are constants and the symbols (3c) and (x) stand for the co-ordinates of any point. The iha can be assigned the values 8" at any point o f the continuum. W hen metric, in addition to absolute parallelism, is imposed on the continuum % the following restrictions are introduced. Firstly, the independence o f the fundamental vectors is expressed by the two con ditions : (1) each fundamental vector shall be o f unit length, and (2) Secondly, the coefficients a \i n equations (2.7) must rotations. Thirdly, the values 8" o f the J r can only be assigned at points where ga8 = 8a/}.
(b) Solution o f Equations-We shall now show how the equations (2.7) can be used to find the J i° when we are gi formation leaving a certain point O of the continuum invariant. We need only consider infinitesimal transformations. Let a typical one bê We substitute these values into (2.7) and we also substitute for from (2.9). On expanding by Taylor's theorem to the first order in 6, we find that equations (2.7) become dji* dxp
The values of the Jia derived from these equations then give a parallelism which admits the transform ation (2.9). In the following paragraphs we shall obtain the solutions of (2.12) for certain simple types of transforma tions. It is also possible to obtain the first integrals of the paths without a knowledge of the explicit expressions of the iha. We can, in fact, write equations (2.6) as In these equations the kA are constants along any one path, course, vary from path to path.
I ll-Four-D imensional Rotations
In this paragraph we consider the case of a four-dimensional continuum in which the defining transformations (2.9) are of the type x* = + 0x 1 ' ({* 5* v = 1, 2, 3, 4), (3.1)
x v -x u -Ox* where 6 is an infinitesimal " angle of rotation." We regard x 4 as eventu ally identifiable with imaginary time and we shall later write x 4 = It has been shown* that the parallelism defined by (3.1) is such that J r = * ? /("), (3-2) where / is an undetermined function and a2 = x42 + x 22 + x 32 + x 42. The origin of co-ordinates, of course, corresponds to the peculiar point O and therefore in (3.2) we must suppose that / i s such th a t/ ( 0 ) = 1. Our next step is to find the value of the direction-vector e at any arbitrary point P of the continuum. The components of e are equal to the dxjd u (a = 1, 2, 3, 4) obtained from (2.13) when the constants, kA, which occur in these equations, are those corresponding to the path joining O and P. Using (3.1), equations (2.13) can be written as As stated in the Introduction, we assume that the vector-density describing the state of the hydrodynamical system at the point P (jcl5 x2, * 3, x 4) is given (in virtue of (3.5)) by
Since e is a vector of weight zero, it is clear that the proportionality factor yi (x) in (3.6) must be a scalar-density. To find 3 " we use the condition that its divergence m ust vanish. Hence we have, by (2.3) and (3.6), dxa and the solution of this equation, involving only the invariant g of the transformations, is known to be* 9? g (<Q = D
U G < 74
The expression for the vector-density at P is therefore 3" = 2 £ (a = 1 ,2 , 3 ,4 ), (3.7) cr where D is a constant of integration.
Again, from (3.5) we can obtain the expression for the " velocity " of the fluid at P, i.e., the limit of the ratios of the increments dxx, dx2, dxz to dx± for neighbouring points along a path, viz.,
cit., § IV ( ).
This result has been regarded by Milne* as a velocity-distance relation. But it is clear that this is an interpretation of the form ula which is not necessarily implied by it, the result (3.8) being true in non-metrical as well as in metrical geometry.
To advance further we must introduce metric. The equations (2.8) and (3.2) show that the metric (in terms of real time, is
We are now able to analyse each com ponent of into two factors. In the first place, there is a factor j a which we can regard as being intrinsi cally associated with the hydrodynamical system. In the second place we have a factor y/ ( -g) where gi s the determ inant of the metrica ga l 3, which is to be regarded as associated with the particular kind o f metrical geometry introduced and not with the hydrodynamical system itself. Since y / (-g)is a scalar density,! it follows that j a is a vector. It is the density-flow vector of M ilne's theory, and its expression is y* = °V 4(5); j-= ^P C a ) (« = 1 ,2 ,3 ), (3.10) a* a* since7" = Sa/V (-g) and y / ( -g) = /~4 (®) by (3.9). Euclidean metrical geometry is obtained by putting / = 1 in (3.9). Comparing (3.7) and (3.10) for this case, it is clear that there is then formally no difference between 3" and In other words, the part played by metric in the calculation of the density-flow vector is com pletely obscured by the use of Euclidean geometry.
Turning to the velocity formula (3.8), it appears that it becomes a velocity-distance relation only if that particular definition of distance is chosen (out of those provided by (3.9) for a given / ) which makes the co-ordinates x x, x z, x 3 themselves distances. That this can be done in simple and reasonable manner for metrics of type (3.9) has been pointed out by Milne and his collaborators. % It is easy to verify from (3.8) that the acceleration, d2x/dt2, of the fluid is always zero.
IV-Three-D imensional Rotations
We now consider the parallelism whose non-zero components are 4/*4 = 1; aha = / i (r)//4 (x4) (a = 1, 2, 3) (4.1)
where r2 = xx2 + x 22 + x 32 and / 4 and f x are arbitrary functions of jc4 and of rr espectively, except that / 4 (0) = 1 and / x (0) = 1. The definin infinitesimal transform ations of this parallelism are easily found to be x x = *i + 6 + a |||x 2) V 2 = X2 + 6 ( -+ a |f |x 3)
where the < are arbitrary constants and 0 is the infinitesimal parameter. The simplest way o f arriving at this result is to substitute from (4.1) for the iha into (2.12) and then solve these equations for the functions <J^. The interest of the case (4.1) lies, o f course, in the fact that the metrics compatible with this parallelism include those of relativistic cosmology. Equations (2.13) may now be written ' (4,7) and G 4, G x are constants of integration such that g 4 (0) = 0 and gi (0) = 0.
Eliminating the constants "A from equations (2.13) by means of (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6), we obtain the following values for the direction-vector
and for vector-density 3a, the values,
where, as before, 9? is a scalar-density. The equation of continuity now takes the form
To obtain a solution we put^ g ifi x A r2 ' (4.9) (4.10) and we assume that = < j;4 (v4) ^ ( to and its integral is where + S ifi dr
and D, H are constants of integration. Our final value for the vectordensity is therefore
(4.12)
In addition, we " velocity " :
obtain from (4.8) the following expression for the dxa _ x a g j j dx 4 r g j i
The last two results show that we cannot obtain, as in the case of four-dimensional rotations (formulae (3.7) and (3.8)), values of the vector-density and " velocity " which are independent o f the {ha defining the parallelism.
A t this stage metric must be introduced. N o useful purpose would be served by dealing w ith the general case when / 4 and are arbitrary functions: a sufficient illustration is provided by the case of the de Sitter metric,* viz.,
where ki s a constant and we use real time -In this ca / 4 = ekt and f x = 1. Hence by (4.7) and (4.11), we have
where we have p u t H = -log k. Hence the density-flow vector j a = %aIV(-g) is given by Jt ~ (1 ~ e' " '> (* = 1> 2,3), (4.14)
where we have put D = 1 for simplicity in equations (4.12). The velocity ( j a/f ) of the fluid at the event (t, x l t x 2, x3)
whilst its acceleration is not zero bu t is given by (4.15)
d2xa _ k2xa dt2
(1 -) (a = 1, 2,3), (4.16) and is therefore opposite in sign to the velocity. The interpretation o f (4.15) as a velocity-distance relation depends, of course, on the definition of distance adopted in the de Sitter space-time. O n this p o int we refer the reader to M cC rea's paper.* W e need only say th at (4.15) does n o t give so simple a velocity-distance p ro p o rtio n ality as was found in the preceding p aragraph (form ula (3.8) ).
It is o f some interest to note th a t the equations (4.14) an d (4.15) becom e for a Euclidean m etric (
and dx* = fa = 1 2 3 V whilst the acceleration is zero. It is then clear th a t we are dealing w ith a hydrodynam ical system in w hich the co-ordinate density (y4) an d the velocity are so adjusted th a t the m om entum j a, (a = 1, 2, 3) o f the fluid is constant in time a t every p o in t o f space. The general conclusion to be draw n from this p arag rap h is th at, in order to obtain accelerated hydrodynam ical systems from the present theory, it is necessary to d ep art from four-dim ensional ro tatio n s an d to use other co-ordinate transform ation-groups fo r defining the parallelism . A n illustration o f the type o f system is th a t described by equations (4.14) and (4.15) above. If the principle o f relativity is assum ed to be invariance o f all quantities under four-dim ensional rotations o f space-time, the resulting theory is th at o f generalized M ilne kinematics. In this case the permissible m etric is any one o f a class o f metrics conform al to th a t o f " flat " space-time, whilst M ilne's theory arises if the m etric is taken to be th a t o f " flat " space-time itself. If, on the other hand, the principle o f relativity is assumed to be invariance under three-dim ensional rotations o f space alone, a new type o f hydrodynam ical system is found. This exhibits a velocity-distance relation (when an appropriate type o f m etric is ch o sen ); but the fluid is also undergoing acceleration, in contrast to the previous case. The metrics which can now be adopted are those o f relativistic * Loc.
cit. , § § 6-8.
cosmology. As an illustrative example, the case when the metric is that of de Sitter space-time is worked out in detail.
The present treatment provides an alternative to that of general relativity for the particular problem o f a pressure-less fluid in motion. The only field-equation is the equation of continuity, and the state of matter is defined by means of a vector not related to the RiemannChristoffel tensor, but dependent on absolute parallelism. 
Measurements of the Absorption of Wireless

1-Introduction
In most of the investigations which have been made on wireless waves reflected from the ionosphere the experiments have been so designed as to provide information concerning the ionization density at different levels. The experimental data sought in such cases are usually critical penetration frequencies and equivalent heights of reflection. If, however, the amplitude of the downcoming waves is also observed, and the total absorption measured, it is possible to obtain information about the frequency of collision between electrons and molecules at different heights in the ionosphere. The measurements described in the present paper have been made so as to provide the latter type of information, and in particular to give evidence concerning the location of that part of the ionosphere which is of importance in producing absorption.
For this purpose it is necessary to measure the absolute value of the absorption suffered by the wave, so that results on different wave-lengths may be compared. The methods which we have employed in making these measurements are described in § 2 and the results are discussed in § 4. The theoretical results which are used in § 4 are reviewed shortly in § 3. M ost of the measurements discussed in this paper have been made on wave-lengths less than 200 m ; a few measurements made with longer waves are discussed in § 6.
